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Abstract: Data Anonymization is one of the techniques for achieving the database privacy. In this method of data anonymization the
facility of hiding the identification factor from the other users. Hence the feature of this method is used for the modification purpose
only and that will remove the identities of person and appears table in same way. It will help for maintaining the risk factor. This
approach can be increased data utility tradeoff in an organization. Scalability and privacy risk are the main factors regarding any
database over an organization. Here this are two factor can be help to maximizing the data utility as well as minimizing the risk by using
differential privacy preserving method. At the time of released data differential privacy preserving mechanism support for individual
data hiding , by adding the noise and disclose for the secondary purpose.
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1. Introduction
Many organization works on the real time data and they want
to personal information for the investigation purpose. In
health care system the patient need to fill all the necessary
personal information. In government sector the personal
information includes all the necessary individual data
regarding that person. Such organization can use the
collection of large dataset for the secondary purpose by
hiding the identities. To maintain a database privacy and
provide security over the database here the data
anonymization technique used under different suitable
mechanism and algorithms. Because the anonymization
method can only hide the one or two identities from the table
,hence here the differential privacy preserving mechanism
help us to provide mathematical bound for protecting the
information and once the database bound within a range
there are minimum chances to miss the data from the
dataset. Before data released apply the necessary
transformation for achieving the privacy and security over
the database community. Data disclosure method is more
advantageous in an organization for achieving the data
privacy and data security. Privacy for the database is
becoming a huge problem in many areas such as
government, hospitals; many companies etc. Data
Anonymization is a one type of technique that is used for
conversion of clear text into a non-human readable form. It is
used to enable the publication of detail information.
Basically data anonymization provides the privacy guarantee
for the sensitive data against the various attacks over the
database community. To achieve privacy guarantee there are
two different techniques such as K-anonymization and ldiversity. K-anonymization is one of the technique which
includes the hiding of identities and it is more accurate
technology for the data anonymization. There have been no
evaluations of the actual re-identification probability of kAnonymized data sets. In k-anonymization each record is
distinguishable from k-1 records with respect to certain
identifying records. One of the limitations of kanonymization can overcome the l-diversity. Kanonymization does not provide the privacy guarantees
against the attacker using background knowledge. Ldiversity is a more powerful technique that can overcome the
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weaknesses of k-anonymity. K-anonymity is not always
effective in preventing the sensitive data of the dataset. The
technique of l-diversity is used to maintain the group of
sensitive attributes for protecting the data against the
background attackers. Characteristics of l-diversity are to
treats all values of attribute in a similar way irrespective of
distribution in the data.L-diversity is achieved to difficult for
sensitive data.It gives different degree of sensitivity. Ldiversity does not consider overall distribution of sensitive
values of the record set because of equivalence classes on
quasi-identifier. It does not consider semantics of sensitive
data. The t-closeness is one of the techniques ensuring the
distance between the distribution of sensitive attributes in a
class of records and the global distribution .In t-closeness the
distribution of sensitive attributes within each quasiidentifier group should be “close” to their distribution in the
entire original database.
There are different techniques of an anonymization such as:
1) Data Suppression:-In this technique the information is
removed from the data. For example the gender field can
be removed from the dataset.
2) Data Generalization:-In this techniques the information is
coarsened into set or range .For example age of the person
can be display in range form
3) Data Perturbation:-In this technique noise is added directly
between the entities. For example the pin code of city can
be display in addition of noise form.
The differential privacy preserving algorithm provides both
scalability and privacy risk by using various polynomial
algorithms. Differential privacy provides an interesting and
rigorous framework around publishing data. Differential
privacy provide to maximize the accuracy of queries from
statistical databases while minimizing the chances of
identifying its records. Privacy is important when the
contents of a message are at issue and whereas anonymity is
important when the identity of the author of a message is at
issue. The role of privacy preserving algorithm which
prevent the leakage of specific information about person.
Sensitive input data is randomized, aggregated, Anonymized
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and generally contorted to remove any concrete implication
about its original form.

to provide the theoretical foundations for privacy guarantees
and data efficiency.

2. Literature Survey

K-anonymity has popularly used for data anonymization [4].
It is an effective way to Anonymized microdata. In a kAnonymized dataset, each record is indistinguishable from at
least k - 1 other record with respect to certain “identifying”
attributes. There are two common methods for achieving kanonymity for some value of k. K-anonymity does not
provide an efficient investigation for the multiple queries.

This chapter gives the literature survey done for the proposed
system. Also this chapter includes the problem definition and
the scope of the proposed system. Much organization
required the personal information and it is try to protect
privacy over the database. Many of the techniques are
available to protect such sensitive information such as the
transformation rules are applied over the database. Similarly
check the status of risk utility trade off during the data
transformation. It is our duty to arrange such a data in a
proper manner and use some mechanism to achieve privacy.
Anonymization techniques are useful for hiding the identities
such as k-anonimity techniques. K-anonymity technique
differentiate each record indistinguishable from at least k-1
other records. Existing privacy models depend on the
background knowledge of database and these are attackers
who might compromise the data by re-identifying it. Because
of such a dependency, disclosing the data are not immune to
attacks resulting from unforeseen auxiliary information.
Differential privacy is a fairly new privacy model that is
gaining popularity. Its mechanism couldn't display any
assumption. By using such a differential privacy preserving
algorithm an organization can handle the background
knowledge of the sensitive information. From the past many
of the organizations try to protect privacy over the sensitive
database.
Data Anonymization is a very powerful technique for
protecting the data from the various attackers and risk
Although data disclosure is advantageous for many reasons
such as research purposes, it may incur some risk due to
security breaches [1]. Disclosure of data having the aim to
limit the amount or nature of specific information that leaks
out of a data set.
ARUBA and SABRI are the two superior schemes for
performing the data Anonymization [1]. ARUBA is A riskutility base algorithm [2]. ARUBA scheme is proposed for
finding out the tradeoff between data utility and data privacy
on the basis of algorithm. A risk-utility base algorithm
determines a personalized optimum data transformation is
based on the predefined risk and data utility models. This
algorithm deals with the micro data on a record by record
basis and identifies. The optimal set of transformation that
will apply to minimize the risk and maintain the data utility
above the certain threshold value. But there is one of the
issue regarding risk-utility algorithm, does not provide the
scalability and theoretical foundation for data privacy
guarantee. ARUBA does not elaborate more on the different
risk and utility models on the performance of different
algorithm. SABRI proposed a realization of t-closeness.
SABRI is a Sensitive Attribute Bucketization and
Redistribution framework for t-closeness [16]. SABRI is
used for t-closeness and it adopts the information loss
measures for each equivalence classes (EC) of released
records individually. Bucketization partitions a table of
records into buckets of similar sensitive attribute values in a
greedy method. The sensitive attribute bucketization is fails
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Following are the limitations of k-anonymization method:
1. It does not hide whether a given individual is in the
dataset.
2. It is possible to be reveals individual sensitive information.
3. It does not protect against attack based on the background
knowledge of dataset.
4. K-anonymity requires special method for dataset is
anonymized and published data more than once.
5. The K-anonymity problem is NP-Hard even when the
attribute values are ternporary and only at that time
suppuration method is allowed.
t-closeness is used to find the distance between two
distributions and the distance should not be more than a
threshold value t. K-anonymity can protect identity
disclosure while l-diversity and t-closeness can help to
protect attribute disclosure.
A top-down specialization algorithm is developed by Fung et
al. [17] that iteratively specializes the data by taking into
account both data utility and privacy constraints. Both the
approaches consider for classifying the quality of data utility.
However, to preserve classification quality, they measure
privacy as a uniquely individual can be identified by
collapsing every subset of records into one record.

3. Proposed System
In this proposed system the main focus on the problem of
release statistical information about a dataset without
compromising the privacy of any individual. Here the system
can handle data scalability and data privacy. There are many
of the techniques available that can breach the information
easily over the database community .The differential privacy
preserving based algorithms can provide the personalized
anonymization with the help different privacy preserving
algorithm. For data security an organization applies a set of
transformation rules on the database before the use of data
for secondary purpose. The database community contains the
sensitive data as well as the quasi-identifier (QI’s).The ldiversity and t-closeness can apply set of rules on different
attribute such as sensitive data and quasi-identifier
separately. The proposed system basically works on such a
type of attribute to achieve the data privacy and also
maximize the data utility.
From the literature survey the existing system is not secured
one. In this system an attacker easily breach the information,
because there is no mathematical bound used only the data
can hide from the unauthorized user.
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For achieving data privacy an exponential mechanism apply
on the released data by the generalization. Generalized given
attributes in an exponential manner helps for preventing data
from unauthorized person, because all records are
corresponds to each other. Here the utility function is
considered as a record independent of the database. By using
the differential privacy algorithm, maximize the scope of
data utility of the data disclosure while maintain the risk
below the certain acceptable threshold value. Polynomial
time algorithm can reduce the number of function. An
informal and formal model used for the purpose of riskutility function under the threshold formulation .Informal
model can distinguish between the feasible points and the
infeasible points. The feasible points show the shaded region
that belong the risk-utility tradeoff mechanism. Formal
model use the concept of Value Generation Hierarchies
(VGH’s), that means the information is completely arranged
in a hierarchical manner or in a generalized form. The very
desirable property of supermodularity for the data
anonymization is to minimize or maximized data privacy in a
polynomial time. Polynomial time shows the result of
acceptance as well as rejection of the record. Polynomial
time helps to reduce the number of function.The min and
max function for the privacy are used under the polynomial
time algorithm. It will samples the given points according to
given function. The reduction of function used for
classifying the problem such as minimization or
maximization problem.

4. Differential Privacy Mechanism
Differential privacy preserving mechanism aims to provide
means to maximize the accuracy of queries from statistical
databases while minimizing the chances of identifying or
loosing its records. Differential privacy provides privacy
preserving algorithm used for data disclosure. Disclosing the
minimum amount of information or no information at all is
try to protect the privacy of individual to whom data
pertains[1].The differential privacy preserving algorithm
provide a personalized anonymization on individual data
items based on the specific risk tolerance of that data.
Differential privacy mechanism can perform the masking
operation on individual data, and it allows accurate
percentages and trading. An approximation algorithm is
deals with hardness under some condition to produce data
transformation within constant guarantees of the optimum
solution. For achieving differential privacy use the Laplace
distribution to add noise probably to add noise in smallest
amount required to preserve privacy.

algorithms used to solve all problems in NP-algorithm.
Polynomial time algorithm can reduce the number of
function that will maximize the utility of data. By using
polynomial time algorithm, it refers to time taken to
complete a task for calculating the time taken for data
anonymization. Approximation algorithm work on the
smallest value of threshold formulation, over the convex set
of optimization. The purpose of approximation algorithm is
used for solve linear programming and it is easier
optimization than the other algorithm. Threshold value is a
minimum or maximum value which serves as a benchmark
for comparison or guidance and any breach of which may
call for a complete review of the situation or the redesign of
a system. Differential privacy aims to provide means to
maximize the accuracy of queries from statistical databases
while minimizing the chances of identifying its records.
Differential privacy is a fairly new privacy model that is
gaining popularity. Its appeal is that it makes almost no
assumptions about the attacker’s background knowledge.
Differential privacy tries to ensure that the removal or
addition of any record in the database does not change
the outcome of any analysis by much. In other words,
the presence of an individual is protected regardless of
the attacker’s background knowledge.
Differential privacy provides a mathematical way to model
and bound the information gain when an individual is added
or removed to or from a dataset D. It is natural way the
privacy degrades when multiple operations are performed on
the same set of information and since more information is
exposed. But the privacy degrades in a well control manner.
A randomized algorithm satisfy the (ε, δ)-differential privacy
if,

Pr [A (D) ε B] ≤ e ε Pr [A (D’) ε B] + δ

For any two data sets D and D’ that differ by at most one
record and any subset of outputs B subset Range (A).
Differential privacy bound the information gain when an
individual is added or removed to or from a dataset. It will
give the support for query and requiring that the released
data have noise added to ensure that the information for any
individual can be sufficiently hidden from the user. It is used
for protection purpose
Differential privacy ensures for the limited amount of
additional risk is incurred by participating in the socially
beneficial databases. The removal or addition of any record
in the database that does not change the outcome of any
analysis by much. That means it ensure the presences of an
individual is protected against the attacker’s.
Differential privacy preserving algorithm work on the basis
of sensitivity function.

The multiplicative factor used in the guarantee of scalable
information for higher or lower guarantees of privacy. The
noise is depending on the factor f and ε, not on the database.
Another modified variant of the formulation is a polynomial
time algorithm is used for data transformation. The
polynomial time is a one type solvable algorithm and it will
refers to time taken required for a computer to solve a
problem, where this time is a simple polynomial function of
the input. For NP-hard problem, there are polynomial
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For all x and x’ differing in at most one element.It captures
how great a difference must be hidden by the additive noise.
A key technique of randomized rounding of linear
relaxations for approximation algorithm is used to rounding a
fractional solution x to linear programming relaxation of a
problem into an integral solution. An approximation
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algorithm maximizes the utility within a constant factor. An
approximation algorithm use the lovasz extension and
randomized rounding of a vector extension for finding out
the maximum utility. Lovasz extension shows that
maximizing a linear function with non-negative coefficients.
Convex optimization is one type of techniques which is
used in a wide range of disciplines such as many automatic
control system, communication and networks, data analysis.
Convex optimization is a straightforward approach was
design for the linear programming. It can perform easier
optimization than the other type of optimization. Differential
privacy preserving algorithm applies a set of convex
functions over a convex set. Convex optimization can be
solved globally with similar complexity as linear
programming. Many problems can be solved via convex
optimization. In data privacy whenever the risk threshold is
small, then the convex optimization is used in an
approximation algorithm. Threshold value is used for
comparison or guidance and any breach of information
which may call. It is used for packing integer programs by
employing the methods of randomized rounding technique
by combining with number of alterations.
Steps of Approximation Algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Input: record a, real numbers.
Output: Generalization of a.
Define lower and upper bound real values for minimum
and maximum function.
Execute min () and max () function by using for loop by
using till the upper bound.
Solve the maximization problem over a convex set.
M=max u a(x)
Apply randomized rounding extension method over the
optimal solution corresponding element a +.
Return maximum utility.

An Approximation algorithm maximizes the data utility and
maintaining risk below certain acceptable threshold value. It
can give the guarantees to be close to an optimal solution. It
runs in a polynomial time and obtains a good bound on the
optimal solution. Randomized rounding method gives an o
(log n) approximation.

5. System Architecture
The system architecture shows the complete view of the
system. For anonymization of data the system first take the
original database and classify that data according to different
attribute such as sensitive attribute and quasi-identifier.
Existing system work on the quasi-identifier and there are
many chances to lose sensitive data. Hence in proposed
system we focus on the sensitive data. Basically aim of this
system is to protect data from the unauthorized person means
to minimizes the risk and also we have to maximize the
utility means use the available data for the secondary
purpose. For such a goal of system the differential privacy
preserving mechanism is used under the different algorithm
and assumption. By using the formula of differential privacy
preserving algorithm satisfy differential privacy over the
sensitive data. The satisfaction of differential privacy is
based on the basis of noise added into the original data.
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Figure 1: General Architecture of Data Anonymization
The admin of the system is the only authorized person knows
the formula of noise adding into the data or how much the
information having mathematical bound. The differential
privacy for sensitive data is work on the basis of polynomial
time function. Polynomial time algorithm runs in time
polynomial in the length of the input. After handling such a
function the system can produced Anonymized data that will
be used for the secondary purpose and investigation purpose.
And the Anonymized data is fully having the mathematical
bound hence no one can breach the information easily.
Such a system can be used in many sectors that will actually
work on the real database, such as in banking, government,
school, hospital etc. Here this system is work for the
hospitals for protecting data. In any hospital first take the
patient name and other essential information at the time of
admit in a hospital. The registration form contain the
combination of different attribute such as patient name,
address, mobile number, email address, birth date, type of
disease. After filling the registration form the patient can
have the user name and password. System admin can provide
the privacy over the original database. No one can see the
sensitive information of patient and doctors also need a key
for checking the details of patient.

6. Result Analysis
The system is used for the hospital data protection from the
attackers. At the time of registration there are two different
domains are used for the registration such as personal
domain and public domain. Personal domain contains the
patient registration and public domain performs the
insurance as well as doctor domain. Form the personal
domain the system can generate the graph of disease. This
graph will be useful for the secondary purpose for
investigation of diseases.
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information will be hiding from the doctor.

Figure 5: Public Domain for Hospital and Insurance
Figure 2: Login Details
Figure 2 shows the login details. Each one user having its
username and password and according to that select the type
from the list of user then it will move to the next otherwise it
displays the login failed message.

This system allows entering the new hospital information
and insurance policy.

Figure 6: Result Analysis
Figure 3: Personal Details
Figure 3 display after the successful login of patient user.
These forms contain the personal information of patient such
as name, date of birth, address, phone number, city etc;

Figure 6 shows the graph of number of dieses in percentage.
This graph of disease can be used for the secondary purpose
because it will only display the diseases in percentile ratio
not the personal information. Hence the data is anonymized
through the differential privacy preserving algorithm and
also display such information for the secondary purpose.

7. Conclusion

Figure 4: Privacy protection chart
Figure 4 shows the secrete key of each patient and it is
unique code. This page will only access by doctor by
inserting the accurate secrete key word. Then it will show
only the necessary information of patient and other personal
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Data anonymization is one of the superb technologies used
for hiding the most sensitive data from the attacker.
Differential privacy preserving algorithm is one of suitable
mechanism for the statistical data bound in mathematical
way. It is very difficult to do the re-identification. Under the
DP mechanism convex optimization is used for the purpose
of optimization. Every time the user requires a key for
display the record of patient and it will provide the more
security of the patient data and there are no chances to leak
the information. Differential privacy mechanism provides the
mathematical support for making the information gain .It
controls the privacy degradation.
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